Abstract dar coupled with a high-precision GPS [9] or high resolution cameras [6, 33]. A night-visibility index using a dedTo develop driving assistance systems which alert the icated vehicle to estimate the retroreflection of the road is driver in case of inadequate speed according to the visiproposed in [8]. 
map, the driver may be warned when approaching an area tures in the image grabbed by the camera. In this aim, an with a low geometrical visibility or a low night-visibility hysteresis filter is proposed, which is based on the Visibility index. One must notice that lane keeping systems may also Level (VL) rather than on the gradient magnitude ofedges.
improve their reliability by exploiting such beforehand obFirst, edges are extracted. Second, to compute the VL ofthe tained maps [22, 24] . To Function ofthe Human Visual System. Then, the DCT coefthe followed vehicles in a small solid angle [21] . ficients ofeach 8 x 8 block are computed. For each block,
The presence of daytime fog and low visibility areas can the maximum ratio between a DCT coefficient of the block be detected using in-vehicle cameras [19, 17] . This inforand the corresponding coefficient of the previous threshold mation can be used to adapt the operation range of optifunction is computed to determine its VL. Then, hysteresis cal sensors and to enhance signal processings [18] or to infilter is performed on VL values along edges which leads to form the driver if he is driving too quickly according to the a perceptual hysteresis thresholding. Some [14] . Thereafter, detecting the visible edges in the image is a critical step to assess the driver visibility. In daytime fog, accord-1 Introduction ing to CIE recommendations [2], the visible edges can be assimilated to the set of edges having a local contrast above 5% [17] . In other cases, the situation is more complicated.
The major part of all the information used in driving is In this paper, we propose such a technique based on the visual [32] properties of the proposed visibility criterion allows to althe camera is also affected by the diffraction of light against ways set the low threshold at 1 and to set the high threshold the lens, which leads to a reduced camera resolution when depending on the aimed application (e.g. 7 for a night-time the aperture of the lens decreases. However, the proposed driving task [3] and at least 20 for a reading task [1] Fig. 2 ). Several 2n-1 CSF models have been proposed in the literature [10, 5] . In
It is interesting to notice that fmaa goes to 2 cpp as n goes this paper, we use the widely accepted, at least in the signal to infinity.
processing area, CSF detailed in [23] , plotted in Fig. 3 and proposed by Mannos [23] . 4 Design of a Visibility Criteria
In this section, we design a method which computes the Figure 4 . Curves of the CSF and of the CTF VL of a block of pixels. In this aim, we compute the specfor the sensor used to grab the samples Imtrum of each block and compare each coefficient with the ages given in the paper: tp,2 = 8.3pm, f = minimum required to be visible by a human eye.
8.5mm.
DCT rransform
In our tests, we use images which have been grabbed by a CCD camera. The reconstructed CSF and CTF for this We use the DCT to transform the image from the spatial sensor is plotted in Fig. 4 . An important property of this domain to the frequency domain. We denote A = {aij}, sensor configuration is that the peak of sensitivity of the HVS is taken into account (see Fig. 3 between 0.5 and 10 can be quantified by the ratio [ In the usual hysteresis thresholding, a high threshold and a low threshold are set. In a first pass, all pixels with gra-t . ' dient value greater than the high threshold are seeds for edges. In the next pass, any pixels with a gradient greater than the low threshold and adjacent or closely neighboring other edge pixels are also classified as edge pixels. This technique for detecting the edges is inspired by biological hysteresis: points (i,j) are marked by two We propose to replace these thresholds on the gradient thresholds. The lower threshold tL generates magnitude by thresholds on the VLp (cf. Fig. 7) as exthe "candidate" points. The upper threshplained in section 4.2. Thus, the algorithm is as following:
old tH provides a good indication of the exfirst, all possible edges are extracted (see paragraph 5.1),
Istence of a contour.
second, the edges are selected thanks to its VLp value using low tL and high tH thresholds. Examples of edges detection are given in Fig. 8 for two sets of thresholds: tL = 1, tH = 10 and (tL = 1, tH = 20. To help visualize the differences between the two sets, the image differences are also shown in Fig. 9 . One can notice that even using the first set of thresholds (first row of Fig. 8 
